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Abstract

Cross�language retrieval systems use queries ex�
pressed in one natural language to retrieve docu�
ments that may be written in a di�erent language�
Term�by�term translation techniques based on bilin�
gual lexicons are now widely used for cross�language
retrieval� but little is known about the way in which
retrieval e�ectiveness varies with dictionary cover�
age� This paper compares three coverage measures
using two relatively large Chinese�English dictionar�
ies� An average precision measure calculated using
twenty Chinese queries to search the English portion
of the Topic Detection and Tracking collection pro�
vides the baseline against which the coverage mea�
sures are compared� The results indicate that lexi�
con size is not a suitable coverage measure for this
task� and that the other two measures� joint �by
token� coverage and joint �IDF�weighted� by token
coverage� are equally useful in this case�

� Introduction

We live in an increasingly global community� and
this fact has motivated rapidly accelerating invest�
ment in the development of information systems to
help users with a broad range of linguistic skills �nd
information that might be expressed in any of a large
number of languages� Cross�Language Information
Retrieval 	CLIR
� in which queries in one language
are used to retrieve documents written in another�
is a key challenge in this regard� One common ap�
proach to CLIR� known as Dictionary�based Query
Translation 	DQT
� is to look up each query term
in a simple translation lexicon 	generally a bilingual
term list
� and then replace that term with appropri�
ate terms in the language	s
 that documents might
be written in 	Oard and Diekema� ���
�
Lexicon coverage is an important issue for CLIR

systems based on DQT� but little is presently known
about how lexicon coverage should be measured�
The most obvious statistic� the number of query�
language terms in the lexicon� provides no insight
into how well matched those terms are with the
intended application� Grefenstette suggested that
collection�sensitive coverage measures could be more

insightful� and illustrated that claim using by�token
coverage of query and document collections from
the Text Retrieval Conference 	Grefenstette� ���
�
In this paper we extend that work� introducing a
new collection�sensitive coverage measure that re�
�ects the design of modern ranked retrieval systems�
We then compare the predictions made using three
coverage measures with actual retrieval e�ectiveness
measures obtained using a moderately large bilin�
gual test collection� Our ultimate goal is to discover
insightful measures of lexicon coverage for the CLIR
task that could be applied to languages for which
large 	and expensive
 information retrieval test col�
lections are not available�

� A Task�Speci�c Coverage Measure

The basic operation in DQT is the replacement of
a query language term with one or more document�
language terms� Since this is only possible when the
query�language term appears in the lexicon� query�
language coverage is clearly essential� A represen�
tative query collection could be hard to obtain� so
it might be di�cult to compute query coverage di�
rectly� Large collections of query�language docu�
ments are often available in CLIR applications� and
it makes sense to use such a collection as a surrogate
for a collection of queries if term usage in the doc�
uments reasonably re�ects the typical use of terms
in the domain of discourse that the queries are ex�
pected to cover� We have thus chosen to base our
new coverage measure in part on term usage statis�
tics from a representative collection of texts in the
query language�
A crucial step in any free�text retrieval system

	one in which the terms used by the author are the
basis for retrieval
 is the comparison of query terms
with terms in the document� In CLIR systems based
on DQT� this comparison cannot occur unless the
document�language term appears in the translation
lexicon�� It is� of course� also necessary that it ap�
pear at the right place in the translation lexicon and

�We ignore here the cases such as proper names and loan
words in which the query and document language termsmight
be written identically if the character set is the same�



that there be a su�cient basis for selecting that term
when appropriate� Those issues are not easily rep�
resented at an aggregate level� however� so we have
chosen not to consider them when constructing our
coverage measure�

We estimate the probability that some transla�
tion will be found for a query term by computing
the fraction of the query�language term occurrences
that match a query�language term in the transla�
tion lexicon 	i�e�� coverage �by token� rather than
�by type�
� We estimate the probability that an ap�

propriate translation will be found by computing the
fraction of the document�language term occurrences
that match a document�language term in some entry
in the translation lexicon� These events are clearly
not independent 	since if the word is missing we
would not be surprised to discover that a translation
of that term is also missing
� but we have chosen to
make an independence assumption here because we
have not yet developed a useful model of this inter�
action� We thus calculate the joint probability that
a query�language term is present in the lexicon and
that the appropriate translation is present in that
lexicon entry as the product of the query�language
coverage and the document�language coverage�

Modern ranked retrieval systems base the rank or�
der assigned to a document on two factors that are
computed for each term� the relative frequency of
the term within the document 	a measure of the de�
gree to which the term re�ects the �aboutness� of
the document
 and the relative rarity of the term
within the collection 	a measure of the degree to
which the term adds �speci�city� to the query
� It
is the within�document relative frequency factor that
motivates our choice of �by token� coverage over �by
type� coverage� But the collection�wide relative rar�
ity factor� typically referred to as Inverse Document
Frequency� 	IDF
� introduces an additional consid�
eration� Although the interpretation of IDF is natu�
rally associated with query terms� in monolingual re�
trieval systems the factor is more commonly applied
to document terms for reasons of computational e��
ciency� The same approach works well in most CLIR
systems that use DQT� although we recently found
Chinese to be an important exception to that rule
of thumb�apparently because segmentation errors
propagate through the translation stage in ways that
distort the IDF statistics 	Oard and Wang� ����
�
When IDF is an important factor in the retrieval
system design� we can re�ect that fact by comput�
ing the fraction of the IDF mass that is covered by
the translation lexicon rather than the �by token�
coverage� The adjustment should be applied to ei�
ther the query language or the document language�
depending on the design of the CLIR system� but
not to both� Making this adjustment obviates the
need to model the a�ect of stopword removal� since

stopwords are typically so common that they would
produce a very low IDF value�

� Experimental Design

Evaluation of retrieval e�ectiveness depend on the
availability of a suitable test collection that contains
representative queries and documents as well as rele�
vance judgments for appropriate 	query� document

pairs� The Topic Detection and Tracking evaluation
has recently developed a bilingual 	Chinese�English

test collection that is well suited to our purpose� so
we chose to work with Chinese queries and English
documents� We have obtained two Chinese�English
lexicons for use with TDT� but some initial analysis
by the Linguistic Data Consortium suggested that
one of the lexicons might not be as well suited to
the task as its size might suggest 	Huang� ����
� In
this section we describe the design of an experiment
to compare three lexical coverage measures for each
of the two documents�

��� Coverage Measures

We compute four coverage measures�

�� The number of Chinese terms in the lexicon 	Ch
Headwords


�� The number of English terms in the lexicon 	En
Words


�� The product of the �by token� coverage mea�
sures for each language 	Joint BT


�� The product of the �by token� coverage mea�
sure for Chinese and the �IDF mass� coverage
measure for English� 	Joint IDF�BT


��� Lexical Resources

We sought to compare two Chinese�English bilingual
lexicons� a term list provided by the Linguistic Data
Consortium 	LDC
 and a lexicon that we derived
automatically from the CETA 	Optilex
 Chinese�
English dictionary� We compared each individually�
and also evaluated a merged lexicon that we au�
tomatically created from the two resources� The
LDC bilingual term list consists of Chinese terms
paired with alternate translations for each term into
English�� The list was compiled from a variety of
sources� both internal to the LDC and available from
the Internet� The LDC term list also includes some
Chinese phrases� since part of the list was produced
by automatically inverting an English�Chinese term
list�
The over ������� entries of the original Chinese�

English Translation Assistance 	CETA
 �le were
compiled from ��� dictionaries� some general
purpose� others domain�speci�c or multilingual
	Russian�Chinese�French� etc�
 as well as primary

�The LDC term list is available at
http���morph�ldc�upenn�edu�Projects�Chinese�



reference sources such as newspapers and periodi�
cals� The CETA group� started in ���� and contin�
uing into the �����s� was a project to collect� eval�
uate� edit� and revise one single reference source for
translating all kinds of both traditional and simpli�
�ed Chinese documents into English� �

For each original lexical resource and the merged
lexicon� we convert the entries to a list of Chinese�
English translation pairs� We remove any dupli�
cates and delete target language forms that are de�
scriptions of function� such as �question particle� or
�exclamation indicating surprise or disgust� rather
than actual translations� where automatically iden�
ti�able as such� In each case� alternate translations
are ranked as follows� �rst all single word entries
are ordered by decreasing target language unigram
frequency calculated according to the Brown cor�
pus� followed by all multi�word translations� and ��
nally single word entries with zero unigram Brown
corpus frequency� This approach attempts to mini�
mize the damage due to infrequent words in trans�
lations which typically are non�standard usages or
misspellings
 except when there are no more com�
mon alternatives available� We select the highest
ranking translation alternative�

��� The Topic Detection and Tracking Task

The information retrieval evaluations are conducted
in the context of the Topic Detection and Track�
ing 	TDT
 evaluation� We consider the part of the
CLIR task in this evaluation that involves iden�
ti�cation of relevant English documents based on
four example documents in Mandarin Chinese� The
document collection for retrieval includes two En�
glish newswire sources and automatic speech recog�
nition 	ASR
 transcriptions of six English television
and radio news sources� The exemplar query docu�
ments are drawn from two Chinese newswire sources
and ASR transcriptions of one Mandarin radio news
broadcast�
The TDT task� focuses on event�based document

retrieval� A seminal event is de�ned by up to
four representative documents� and all related subse�
quent documents must be retrieved� Exhaustive rel�
evance assessments have been performed by coders
at the Linguistic Data Consortium 	LDC
� classify�
ing each document as relevant�non�relevant for each
query topic� The collection includes ������ Chinese
documents totaling ��������� words and ������ En�
glish documents totaling ���������� words�
Because queries in TDT are derived form exem�

plar documents� our assumptions about term distri�
bution in the document language are quite appro�

�The commercial machine�readable version of the CETA
dictionary� which we refer to as �Optilex� is available from
the MRM corporation� Kensington� MD�

�Information about the TDT�	 evaluation may be found
at http���www�ldc�upenn�edu�Projects�TDT	�

priate for this task� We construct a vector of the
��� terms that best distinguish the query exemplars
from contemporaneous non�relevant documents by
using a ��squared test in a manner similar to that
used by Sch�utze et al 	Sch�utze et al�� ����
� Because
the TDT task design requires that all statistics be
computed from prior documents� we use a �frozen�
set of IDF values that are developed from a sim�
ilar 	but earlier
 collection of training documents�
The query exemplars for each topic occur at di�er�
ent points in the collection 	Jan ����June ���
�
so the document collections that are searched are
right�nested subsets of the evaluation collection� To
minimize the e�ects of di�erent collection size on
the comparability of precision and recall measures�
we perform paired T�tests on average precision for
each query to evaluate performance with di�erent
lexicons�
We perform a suite of experiments comparing pre�

cision and recall measures for�

�� the three bilingual lexicon alternatives� and

�� inclusion and exclusion of single Chinese char�
acter tokens�

We report the relationships between the di�erent
measures of lexicon coverage we have proposed and
the e�ectiveness of di�erent lexicons and treatments
of single characters on CLIR�

� Results

The results of the information retrieval experiments
on the TDT corpus for the � lexicon con�gura�
tions described above are presented in the table be�
low� The results are reported as per�query average
precision and overall query�averaged average preci�
sion�	Figure �

All pairs of included�excluded single characters

for each lexicon showed signi�cant di�erences in re�
trieval performance 	p � ����
� Furthermore� over�
all the CETA�Optilex lexicon systems outperformed
those that used the merged lexicon which in turn
performed better than using the LDC term list
alone� However� none of these di�erences reached
signi�cance� Clearly the e�ects of lexicon merging
are complex�
While we �nd that only the di�erences in lex�

icon related to exclusion of single characters pro�
duced statistically signi�cant di�erences in informa�
tion retrieval performance on our small query set� we
learn several lessons about necessary components for
a useful measure of lexicon coverage� inadequacy of
entry or headword count as predictor of performance
and the importance of source and target language
document token coverage� We also are able to begin
to quantify our intuitions about the e�ect of gen�
eral purpose lexicons on topic�speci�c information
retrieval�



Topic Comb Nosc Comb Opti Nosc Opti LDC Nosc LDC Opti�LDC�di�
� ����� ����� ������� ����� ����� ������ �����
� ������ ������ ����� ������ ������ ���� �������
� ����� ����� ����� ������ ���� ������ �������
� ������ ������ ������ ������ ������ ���� ������
�� ������ ������ ������ ����� ������ ����� ������
�� ������ ������ ������ ������ ������ ������ �������
�� ������ ������ ����� ������ ������ ������ ������
�� ������ ������ ������ ������ ������ ����� ������
�� ������ ������ ������ ������ ������ ������ �������
�� ������ ������ ������ ������ ������ ������ ������
� ������ ������ ������ ������ ������ ������ �������
�� ������ ������ ����� ����� ������ ����� �������
�� ������ ������ ������ ������ ������ ����� ������
�� ������ ����� ����� ����� ������ ������ ������
�� ����� ����� ����� ����� ������ ������ ������
� ������ ������ ������ ������ ������ ������ ������
 ������ ������ ����� ������ ������ ������ �������
� ������ ������ ������ ������ ������ ������ �����
�� ����� ������ ������ ����� ������ ������ �������
�� ����� ������ ������ ������ ������ ����� �������

Overall ������ ����� ������ ����� ������ ������ �����

Figure �� Per�query Average Precision for three lexicon 	Comb� Opti� LDC
 with and without 	Nosc
 single
characters� Shows improved average precision when retaining single characters�

��� Lexicon Size vs� Collection�Based
Lexicon Coverage

A natural initial measure of dictionary quality would
be the size of the dictionary� one might hope that
bigger would be better� in terms either of the number
of headwords or the total number of entries in the
lexicon� The table below lists the number of Chinese
headwords� total numbers of Chinese�English pairs�
number of headwords excluding single characters�
and the number of English words in target trans�
lations for each lexicon 	�Comb�� merged LDC and
CETA lexicons� �Opti�� CETA�Optilex alone� and
�LDC�� LDC termlist alone
� According to this ta�
ble 	Figure �
� the prediction would be� �st� Comb�
�nd� LDC� �rd� Opti� However� our retrieval ex�
periments show that the Opti systems consistently
outperform systems using materials translated by
LDC� Furthermore the exclusion of single charac�
ters changes lexicon size far less than the di�erence
between any of the primary dictionaries� a decrease
of ����� words in contrast to di�erences of between
������ and �������� but this change results in highly
signi�cant decreases in performance�
In contrast� for lexicon coverage� using either �by

token� or �idf�weighted� metrics� the prediction is
that Opti consistently exceeds LDC for all words�
stopped or unstopped English and with and with�
out single characters in the Chinese� The table be�
low illustrates this contrast� Both of these types of
coverage measure align with the observed retrieval

performance for LDC and Opti�
There is a discrepancy in the relative improvement

of LDC over Opti for stemmed cases� which we at�
tribute to more in�ected uses in the LDC lexicon�
thought further analysis is needed� Also� while the
metric is e�ective for the individual lexicons� merged
dictionaries clearly interact requiring a further re�
�nement of the metric�

	 Exclusion of Single Characters

��� The Tokenization Problem

In deriving our measure of coverage� we note the im�
portance of the �rst phase of query translation� to�
kenization� the identi�cation of the individual terms
in the query to be translated� In many Indo�
European languages� such as English� this task is
fairly simple and can be e�ectively reduced to little
more than treating white space as term boundaries�
although the status of multi�word phrases remains
an issue� For some Asian languages such as Japanese
or Korean� reliable cues are present in the written
form� for instance� through morphology� However�
written Chinese poses a particular problem at the
tokenization level� since it has neither white space
nor morphological cues to term segmentation� and
correct segmentation is a matter of disagreement
even among experts� Mis�segmentation not only
fails to identify the correct term� but most often re�
sults in oversegmentation� particularly in dictionary�
based approaches� since most single characters are



Lexicon CH Headwords CH Entries CH HW Nosc ENG words
Comb ����� ����� ���� �����
Opti ����� ������ ���� �����
LDC ������ ����� ������ ����

Figure �� Size of Chinese�English Lexicon in Chinese Headwords� Total Chinese Entries� Chinese Headwords
excluding single characters� and English translation terms for each lexicon�

Lexicon Ch Words En Words Joint BT Words En stems Joint BT Stems
�By Token�

Comb ��� ��� ��� ���� ����
Opti ���� ��� ���� ���� ���
LDC ���� ��� ��� ���� ���

Lexicon Ch Words En Words Joint IDF�BT Words En stems Joint IDF�BT Stems
�IDF�Weighted�

Comb ��� ��� ���� ����
Opti ��� ���� ��� ���
LDC ���� ���� ��� ���

Figure �� �By Token� and �IDF�Weighted� Coverage Measures� for Chinese Words� English Words� Joint
coverage 	En � Ch
� English Stemmed� and Joint Coverage Stemmed

valid words� However� these words may be especially
problematic since they are highly polysemous� and
many of these senses are uncommon� This poor seg�
mentation leads to a cascade of errors that results in
particularly poor performance for CLIR applications
on Chinese documents�

��� Evaluation Single Character Deletion

One proposal for minimizing the impact of these in�
correct segmentations is to exclude all single char�
acters as product of missegmentation� We evalu�
ate this alternative both through its impact on our
coverage measures and on information retrieval per�
formance� The exclusion of single characters from
consideration a�ects both source and target compo�
nents of coverage� decreasing the number of terms
to be covered and removing those translation alter�
natives that arise only from single character words�
We �nd that removal of single characters from

translation has a signi�cant and negative impact on
both our measure of coverage and on information
retrieval performance� This �nding holds across all
lexicons which we evaluate� LDC� Optilex�CETA�
and merged� as demonstrated by paired t�test� two�
tailed� 	Merged� t������� p � ����� Optilex�CETA�
t������� p � ������ LDC� t������� p � �����


��� Discussion

These results demonstrate that although many
single character occurrences arise from over�
segmentation� there is still signi�cant useful infor�
mation in these characters� An analogy to this sit�
uation may be found in terms of the use of verbs
in information retrieval� People focus on nouns in
interactive query generation and often omit verbs�

However� removing verbs from indexing and retrieval
has a signi�cant negative impact on retrieval perfor�
mance�


 Conclusion

We have presented three types of measures for eval�
uating bilingual lexicons in the context of CLIR� lex�
icon size� joint �by token� coverage 	Joint BT
� and
joint �IDF�weighted� by token� coverage 	Joint IDF�
BT
� By comparing the predictions of lexicon cov�
erage for each of these measures on three bilingual
lexicons to the results of applying the lexicons to
query translation in the TDT evaluation task� we
�nd that lexicon size is a poor estimator of lexicon
quality� while the two other metrics� Joint BT and
Joint IDF�BT are equally useful� We use the alter�
native of single character exclusion in Chinese to fur�
ther demonstrate the limitations of the lexicon size
metric� as well as to explore the issues surround�
ing tokenization� The universal decrease in coverage
values between the Joint BT and Joint IDF�BT mea�
sure further provides analytic evidence for the intu�
ition CLIR researchers that general purpose lexicons
fail to cover the highest IDF� and therefore most se�
lective� terms in the collection� such as proper names
and locations�
Currently� one can only evaluate a bilingual lexi�

con for CLIR by directly performing an information
retrieval experiment� The evaluation of this experi�
ment relies on the presence of large sets of relevance
judgments� which are time�consuming and costly to
create� A successful measure of lexicon coverage
will act as an accurate proxy for this rare resource�
The metrics described in this paper provide an im�



provement over previously considered lexicon cov�
erage metrics and raise additional questions about
evaluation of merged dictionaries and the impact of
stemming�
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